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Abstract The aim of this paper is to provide an exploratory overview of the Por-
tuguese special operations forces as instrument of foreign policy. In doing so, we
disclose new dynamics that Portugal employing in fragile states and we discuss its
implications for the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. The research methodolog-
ical approach falls into a qualitative case study research, which includes more than
one method of data collection for triangulation and corroboration purposes. We have
found that Portugal is trying to intensify its international relations within the EU, UN
and the NATO, while the Portuguese special operations forces have been playing an
important role to strengthen its presence within these international institutions. The
new dynamics that Portugal is seeking are based on the democratic values, the rule
of law and the human rights, to dissociate itself from the colonial legacy and thereby
find new avenues of influence. Further research should focus on the new strategic
priorities for the Afghan Government and NATO, as these priorities are changed at
a relatively fast pace.
Keywords Portugal · Afghanistan · Special operations forces · Foreign policy ·
Case study research · European Union · United Nations · North Atlantic Treaty
Organization
1 Introduction
This paper focuses the Portuguese special operations forces as instrument of foreign
policy in Afghanistan.We have selected Afghanistan because this country has played
a major role with great regional empires of Persia, India and China in late medieval
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and early contemporaneous period [1]. The country is known as the graveyard of
empires [2] that reputation invokes the British and Soviet defeats in several wars
in the nineteenth and twentieth century, to argue that Afghanistan is an unconquer-
able quagmire that inevitably dooms even the strongest army that venture there [3].
Moreover, Afghanistan was the first major test for state-building in the twenty-first
century and embroiled the USA and its allies for almost two decades [4].
Afghanistan required virtually every North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
member’s participation, including Portugal, and its participation is far from certain.
Most probably, the economic and political assistance will continue, even after the
Afghan forces assumed full security responsibility at the end of 2014—the new,
smaller, non-combatmissionResoluteSupport (January1st, 2015—until recent days)
began to train, advise and assist (TAA) the Afghan security forces and institutions
[5].
We have chosen the well-trained special operations forces instrument due to its
strategic value, as they were the first to be deployed to Afghanistan, and they will
be probably the last to redeploy. The objective of this research is to ascertain the
suitability of the Portuguese special operations forces within the NATO Resolute
Support Mission (RSM) and its relevance as an instrument of foreign policy for
Portugal.
We have structured this paper in four sections after the introduction, as follows:
we begin by a review of the literature; secondly, we describe the methodological
approach; then, we investigate the relevance of the special operations forces to NATO
and Afghanistan; in the last place, we provide the implications and suggestions for
subsequent research.
2 Theoretical Background
2.1 Allied and the Portuguese Army Special Operations
Forces
NATO Allied Joint Publication (AJP) defines that special operations as military
activities conducted by specially designated, organized, trained and equipped forces,
mannedwith selected personnel, using unconventional tactics, techniques andmodes
of employment—special operations deliver strategic or operational-level results or
are executed where significant political risk exists [6]. On the other hand, the NATO
special operations headquarters define special operations as operations that may be
conducted across the spectrum of conflict as part of article 5 (collective defence)
or non-article 5 (crisis response operations) to fulfil NATO’s three essential core
tasks—collective defence, crisis management and cooperative security [7]. The
NATO special operations headquarter also describes the special operations missions
to include suitable combination or all of the principal tasks of military assistance
(MA), special reconnaissance (SR) or direct actions (DA), depending on the cir-
cumstances of each operation. While special operations mission may range from
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small unilateral actions to large-scale activities of a combined and joint nature, they
are tailored to contribute to the accomplishment of the defined political and mili-
tary/strategic objectives.
Each type of special operations missions may be defined as follows: DA is the
use of a rapid offensive operations to destroy or capture a target, usually by means
of secrecy and surprise [8, 9]; SR involves covert collection of intelligence typically
in denied enemy areas [9, 10]; MA involves the provision of training and advising
to host nations to improve their skills and capabilities [8, 9].
In Portugal, an order from the Chief of Staff of the army (directive nº 90), October
28th, 2007, determines that special operations are divided in special reconnaissance,
direct actions andmilitary assistance. The forces that develop special operations may
be employed across the spectrum of operations. In view of its unique characteristics,
it constitutes adequate forces to perform tasks within the crisis response operations
(CRO), combat operations for search and rescue (CSAR) and counterterrorism oper-
ations, consisting in forces especially suitable in counterterrorism [11]. The same
directive from the Chief of Staff of the Portuguese army states that: (1) SR objective
is to obtain strategic and operationally sensitive information, it can use sophisticated
methods, techniques (e.g. human intelligence) and equipment [11]; (2) DA is a pre-
cise action, which is usually performed on well-defined targets, high criticism and
high value, with strategic or operational significance. The use against tactical objec-
tives is justified only by the action of criticality or by the inadequacy or unavailability
of the use of other forces [11]; (3) MA consists of a broad framework of measures
in support of friendly or allied forces and populations in peace, crisis or conflict,
in situations of need for security and survival, but also development. The MA also
fits into all activities related to the actions of military-technical cooperation, support
in situations of disaster and conflict mediation [11].
The missions developed by the Portuguese special operations forces are similar
to reference countries and NATO members. This section has the objective to define
the elementary concepts, which are going to be necessary for the following sections.
2.2 Resolute Support Mission and the Afghan Government
The RSM in Afghanistan is focused on train, advise and assist (TAA) the Afghan
security forces. Historically, the USA special operations forces (SOF) have had the
responsibility to TAA foreignmilitary forces. Even if today, theUSNational Security
Strategies introduced the US military services (Army, Navy, Air Force and Marines)
to organize, train and equip themselves to carry out these activities at a larger scale
with conventional (non-SOF) forces [12]. Livingston [12] remarks this responsibility
in a broader sense of building the capacity of partner states that has been termed
security force assistance (SFA). SFA is part of the USA and NATO strategic goal
of having Afghanistan responsible for their security. Usually, SFA is directly linked
to counterterrorism strategy and is the key to engage underdeveloped and under-
governed nations, often referred to as weak or fragile states.
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In Afghanistan, the SFA mission is in part attributed to the NATO special oper-
ations component command—Afghanistan. This command brought together NATO
and other coalition special operations forces into the same operational headquar-
ters, and it demonstrates both that NATO special operations forces have made major
progress in integration and can potentially be a major part of the alliance capability
[9]. The created synergies among special operation forces community achieve signifi-
cant effect due to the combination of different techniques, technologies and expertise.
Long [9] reinforces the idea of NATO special operations forces that actively performs
three main allied special operations forces missions, i.e. military assistance, special
recognizance and direct actions; but particularly, the military assistance mission to
develop the Afghan police special units was its core mission.
Strandquist [13] also performed a research which suggests the USA and their
allies should change their strategy in Afghanistan, since developing military combat
operations against the insurgents is not enough and the future will have to go through
a focus on the development of local communities to counter-insurgency and that the
Afghan central government should win their support.
During the war in Africa (1961–1974), the Portuguese armed forces also used the
same techniques, in order to obtain public support, as itmay be one of the key points to
win the war in Afghanistan. This technique was also used in Vietnam and it had been
termed “winning hearts andminds” [14]. The termwas firstly used by Louis Lyautey,
a French army marshal and minister of war. The term included not only military, but
also social actions and improvements in the quality of life [15]. Later, Grochowski
[16] published an article concerning the Takur Ghar battle, a short, but intensive,
military operation that engaged the US special forces and Al Qaeda insurgents in
Afghanistan. According to Grochowski [16], the Takur Ghar battle demonstrated
the short lead-time and short-duration high-intensity tempo of the special operations
missions regarding the war against non-state actors and particularly violent extremist
organizations. The course of Afghan conflict and the commitment of the coalition of
special operations forces has focused on the tactical objectives, but with time, this
path has changed, i.e. the current conflict requires special operations forces highly
committed to TAA the Ministries of the Government of the Islamic Republic of
Afghanistan (GIRoA), which creates strategic and political objectives for a rapid
development of the Afghan Security Forces and its population.
2.3 Brief Overview of the Portuguese Foreign Policy
Between April 1974 and January 1986, the Portuguese foreign policy oscillated
between two basic orientations, which marked two distinct phases: the transition
to democracy and the democratic consolidation [17]. Teixeira [17] also portrays
the Portuguese position in the Euro-Atlantic binomial, in the post-colonial relations
regarding the new multilateral triangle and based on foreign policy values, which we
summarize as follows: (1) The Europe-Atlantic binomial remains the geopolitical
equation: Portugal as an EU country seeking to promote and enhance not only the
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Atlantic position between Europe and the USA, but also the post-colonial relations
(African Portuguese-speaking countries), the key for the strategic guidelines of the
foreign policy of democracy [17–19]; (2) Portugal seeks participation in terms of
producing international security, such as the military presence in organizations as
NATO, EU and UN (the new multilateral triangle), which has provided not only a
factor of military modernization, but also the external credibility of the Portuguese
State. The armed forces have become a foreign policy tool [17, 19, 20]; (3) The
challenge is in the global plan of international security, in an environment marked by
terrorism, ethnic and religious conflicts; that is why the framework of security has
to be cooperative security [17, 21]; (4) The presence of the Portuguese armed forces
in peacekeeping missions under the umbrella of the UN confirms the diplomacy
of values that had the independence of Timor as one of its major hits [17]; (5)
Lastly, foreign policy always comes from the formulation of interests. However, the
contemporaneous democratic model ignores the interests of the states and focuses
on the human values. The values for Portugal are democracy, the rule of law and
human security [17].
Similarly, Santos [22] argues about the use of the armed forces which is one of the
most important instruments available to support its foreign policy, giving it a specific
weight within the security scope.
3 Methodology
The methodological approach falls into a qualitative case study research. This
research therefore uses a contextual rich data setting from the real world to inves-
tigate a phenomenon which is understudied. We do use multiple sources of data
collection [23], i.e. semi-structured interviews, official documents and direct obser-
vations, for data triangulation and corroboration purposes [24]. The data collection
method focused on ten interviews from two military branches of the NATO Result
Support Mission in Afghanistan; the non-classified documents were collected from
open sources; and the direct observations have collected from informal interviews
and personal field notes of the observed reality. The field study took place in Kabul,
Afghanistan during the following periods: February to July of 2015 and fromAugust
2017 to February 2018. Furthermore, for confidential reasons, all the respondents
kept their anonymity and the collected reports came from unclassified sources. The
goal of the case study is to gain a holistic view of the phenomenon and to understand
the specific reality that is being discussed in this paper [25].
3.1 Data Collection Techniques
The interviews were the primary data collection method for this case study. Quivy
and Campenhoudt [26] reported the interviews as a method that differs from others
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To ensure the data corroboration, we have used other data collection techniques,
i.e. secondary sources, such as direct observations and official documents. We did
not give priority to these data collection techniques, but they were essential for
triangulation and corroboration purposes.
The direct observations came from field notes that were taken during the research
process and from the author’s own experience, since he has also served as a special
operations operator in Afghanistan. Furthermore, we have also collected data from
the frequent discussion with NATO servicemen about their judgement regarding the
Portuguese special operations forces contribution to NATO and, consequently, to
Afghanistan. The informal discussions were registered and once they provided a
better understanding of the phenomenon, they were taken into account.
We also collected official documents from NATO website that were relevant to
provide theResolute SupportMission perspective and the commander intention about
all NATO countries contribution to the overall mission.
To analyse the collected data, we defined a set of categories and subcategories to
search associations between the various sources of data collection. Then we sought
to establish relations between the various categories in order to draw conclusions.
The NVIVO10 was used as a qualitative data analysis software to organize, analyse
and finds insights into unstructured or qualitative data.
4 Findings
This section provides an empirical summary of the data analysis, which includes
real-life statements from the respondents.
The most valued aspect attributed by the US special operations forces is regard-
ing the knowledge acquisition by the Portuguese forces. The respondents believed
the Portuguese special operations forces are looking forward to acquire new expe-
riences and new competencies through the contact with other international military
forces, especially in counterinsurgent environments. This exchange of experiences
is allowing the Portuguese servicemen to increase their technical skills, which can
be boosted by continued experience sharing with contributing NATO nations. These
relationships mainly promote the exchange of relevant information that allows tech-
nical innovation with European partner. A US special operations serviceman shares
this view:
I believe that Portugal is participating at this NATO mission (Afghanistan) to intensify its
relations with the United States and to better know ourmodi operandi. This aspect is relevant
for us because it allows for a better interoperability within NATO, but also because we can
work with our allies (special forces operator, 32 years old, US)
The US special operations operators also consider Portugal as a strategic partner
relevant to theUSA, as it is a countrywithin the EuropeanUnion that allows strength-
ening the transatlantic ties, because of its relative proximity to the USA—being the
most western country in Europe. They believe it is increasingly relevant to have a
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close cooperation with the Portuguese special operations forces, as well as with all
the European countries, as they take into account the European contribution to the
international security—cooperative security. The arguments are well evidenced in
by a US special forces team leader:
Portugal has a very close relationship with the US. Tomy best knowledge, we have a US base
in a Portuguese Island (Azores) that works as a strategic platform to Europe. The relationship
we have with Portugal is not only due to its geographical position, since we also have had
several special operations exercises, namely cross training in infiltration techniques (special
forces team leader, 42 years old, US)
From the second group of respondents, it was possible to ascertain that the most
valued aspects were the participation in missions that have contributed to peace and
international security, especially the ones that have strengthening the presence of
the Portuguese in international organizations. They believe that Portugal has a stable
international status as a western democracy, a full member of the EU and NATO,
which gives the country the possibility to actively participate in the international
panorama. The participation in international missions, namely through elite forces,
creates bonds between Portugal and the countries of the alliance and contributes to
improve the country´s visibility and credibility. These arguments are well evidenced
by the statement of a Portuguese special operations operator:
The Portuguese special operations forces were created as a counter-insurgency unity for
the Portuguese operations in Africa, during the colonial war period (1961–74). After the
revolution of April 25th, 1974, the Portuguese special operations had to change their way
of employment. The special operations are now used as an icon of national sovereignty,
which acts in the international context as a co-producer of security while working with their
international partners (special forces operator, 32 years old, Portugal)
These respondents also believe the use of the Portuguese special forces intensifies
the relations and defence cooperation with the US military. A good example they
provided is the participation of the Portuguese Commandos in Kabul Capital Divi-
sion, at the time under the mandate of the International Security Assistance Force
(ISAF) and, very recently, with the deployment of special operations forces to which
were assigned several roles, e.g. intelligence, ministerial engagement, etc., under the
mandate of the Resolute Support Mission (RSM).
The Portuguese special forces have long contributed to the develop of the Afghan National
Defence and Security Forces capabilities. I personally work with the General Command of
Special Police Unit (GCPSU), which is an Afghan police unit responsible for responding
to high-profile attacks and to conduct high-risk arrests. The most important for us is to
participate in the peacekeeping operations and to strengthen the Portuguese presence within
the international institutions i.e. NATO. Yes, the Portuguese special forces are operating in
Afghanistan almost since the beginning of the conflict, I am just a small piece this well-
organized and very professional institution (special forces operator and ministerial advisor,
34 years old, Portugal)
During the discussions, we also noticed that Portugal is seeking new dynamics,
based on the democratic values, the rule of law and the human rights, and thereby find
new avenues of influence. We observed that the Portuguese special operations are
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also trying to get more influence within the AfghanMinistry of Interior (rule of law),
but also investing on issues such as the gender integration in the Afghan defence
and security forces (human rights). Therefore, further research should investigate
these topics, i.e. new strategic priorities for GIRoA and the NATO. For instance, it
would be interesting to investigate how the Portuguese special operations forces can
improve the integration of Afghan women into their special operations force units.
The data analysis also demonstrated the Portuguese special operations mis-
sions—military assistance, falls under the overall mission of the NATO special
operations component command. Regarding the political foreign objectives, the Por-
tuguese special operations forces capacities and themissions performed by theNATO
special operations forces are perfectly aligned and have two main goals:
(1) influence the long-term strategy and sustainability of the Afghan defence and
security forces.
I feel that we have an effective influence on the defence and security policy. Our
Afghan counterparts are generals and politicians form the Afghan Ministry of Inte-
rior. At the same time that we have received the milestones fromNATO and Portugal,
we can decisively influence the long-term sustainability of the Afghan special forces
(informal discussion) and, to develop activities (2) which can strengthen its interna-
tional present and to stimulate cooperative security relations with their international
partners.
In recent years there has been an increase of special operations servicemen to be deployed
to Afghanistan, which may be a reflection of this policy (field notes)
By using its elite forces in Afghanistan as instrument of foreign policy, Portugal
reaches: 1 national vector, 4 strategies and 4 lines of action, from the PNDS. Table 1
summarizes the selected vectors, strategies and actions by the respondents.
In light with the above, we view the Portuguese strategy in Afghanistan from two
different perspectives. At first, it was interesting to observe that questions related
to the scope of the Portuguese mission in Afghanistan, i.e. military assistance, the
military discourse was focused on strengthening the Portuguese presence within the
international institutions and the military participation in peacekeeping operations,
in particular contexts such as the UN, NATO and EU (Table 1—light grey). However,
when we evaluated the Portuguese foreign policy, we cross-checked the interviews
from both groups of respondents and we verified the existence of a strong relation
between the USA and Portugal, with the intention to keep strengthening the transat-
lantic bonds (Table 1—dark grey).
The Portuguese strategies and line of action are consistent within the PNDS, i.e.
all the strategies and lines of action falls under the same national vector: to exer-
cise sovereignty, neutralize threats and risks to national security (vide Table 1). The
purpose of this vector is to defend national interests and guarantee the security and
defence of Portugal, reduce vulnerabilities and execute the international responsi-
bilities of the state and contribute to the realization of the Portuguese vision of the
constructive values of the international order [27].
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5 Concluding Remarks
Wehave concluded that Portugal is trying to intensify its international relationswithin
the EU, UN and NATO. To this end, the Portuguese armed forces have been playing
an important role to strengthen its presence within the international institutions.
We have verified that the Portuguese special operations operators are trained well
enough to operate in complex environments, as the Afghan mission falls under one
of the main special operations missions—the military assistance. In other words, the
mission that brings the Afghan Ministerial capabilities to been raised is suitable for
the Portuguese special forces.
Portugal, as a small European state, has also tried to contribute along with the
USA to spread the rule of law. In Afghanistan, once NATO moved from a combat
role to a TAA mission, the Portuguese special operations forces have been devel-
oping a strategy to build the Afghan Government, as well as the Afghan National
Defence and Security Forces. Thus, under the NATO special operations component
command, the Portuguese special operations operators have played one of the most
demanding missions in the contemporary Portuguese military history. We therefore
closely observed some Portuguese servicemen that helped decisively to develop the
capabilities of the Ministry of Interior, in order to operate the Afghan police forces
and its special units, e.g. GCPSU.
What is new is that Portugal is seeking new dynamics—based on the democratic
values, the rule of law and the human rights—to dissociate itself from the colonial
legacy. Portugal is therefore, trying to get more influence, by using its armed forces,
to rebuild fragile states in remote geographical areas, along with their international
partners.
This paper also presents some limitations, as the identity of the respondents may
not be revealed, thus to clarify any questions to address this subject the first author
should be contacted. The number of interviewswas also limited, once it was restricted
to the number of respondents available in a specific period of time. The study is also
exploratory in nature and it lacks generalization. The lack of generalization is due
to different political goals and different existing types of special forces; thus, the
results may differ across NATO countries. Nevertheless, we do believe this study
may be useful to other researchers, in the extent that are no similar studies so far;
to practitioners, this paper may be relevant too, as it can provide new and fruitful
insights into the strategic engagement of special operations forces in fragile states.
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